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1. Introduction 

1.1 Modality and Speech errors  

Human language is remarkable in the biological world (along with perhaps genetics), for 

encompassing a system of discrete and compositional elements that interface with the non-

discrete physiology of the human body. The symbolic and discrete part of human language – the 

grammar – has been established by modern linguistics to be largely independent of the modality 

in which it is produced and perceived. The organization of grammar is not created by the 

modality in which a language is expressed; and a speaker‟s knowledge of their language involves 

a great deal more than competence with the motor behaviors necessary to communicate in it. 

Within the generative tradition, the idea of the „autonomy of syntax‟ (Chomsky 1977 being just 

one influential expression of this idea) has evolved through various interpretations, but the basic 

idea of the independence of some abstract symbolic component of human language from its 

mode of expression in the physical world is widely accepted.  

Stokoe’s ground breaking work half a century ago made this idea visible in a very concrete 

way. Stokoe 1960 demonstrated that certain general properties shared by natural languages were 

also to be found in American Sign Language (ASL). Since then, the signed languages spoken in 

deaf communities have come to be understood as full-fledged members of the class of natural 

languages. Over the last half-century a body of research on signed languages has gradually 

accumulated, examining the common properties held by signed and spoken languages (Emmorey 

2002). With the entry of signed languages into the class of natural languages, a minimal pair of 

language types with different modalities has entered the linguistics canon.  
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While modern linguistics has uncovered much about human grammar (and in fact for many 

contemporary linguists it is the central object of study), the interface itself between grammar and 

modality -- where language is produced and perceived – should also be profoundly revealing of 

the nature of human language. This interface is not easily accessible to direct study. However, 

speech errors have provided insight into the process by which the abstract and discrete units of 

grammar are linearized over some kind of sequenced temporal organization. The investigation of 

speech errors (brought to general attention by the seminal paper by Fromkin (1973)) has 

contributed to models of language production which seek to explain how abstract grammar is 

transformed into signals produced by human motor programs in real-time (among others, Levelt 

(1989), Dell (1986), Levelt et al (1999), Roelefs (2005). See also Meyer1992). Speech errors in 

speakers (whom we will call vocal articulators) and signers (whom we will call manual 

articulators) reveal abstract linguistic units as independent and moveable parts in production 

errors. Words, phrases, morphemes, phonemes, and even features, can be flipped, moved, or 

operated over in some other way in the speech errors of vocal articulators (Fromkin 1973, Garrett 

1976, Stemberger 1984, and others). Although there is still disagreement about whether some 

elements of signed languages are linguistic or gestural (see Lillo-Martin (2002) and Liddell 

(2000) for opposing views on the verb agreement system in ASL), equivalent or comparable 

linguistic units are activated in the speech errors of manual articulators (Klima and Bellugi 1979, 

Hohenberger and Waleschkowski 2005). 

The cross-modal study of speech errors has spotlighted errors involving the mapping of discrete 

linguistic units to temporal patterns, but questions remain about this interface. Models of speech 

production informed by studies of speech errors, have proposed several distinct levels of 

information which speech errors can make reference to. In models put forth by Levelt (1989) and 
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Levelt et al (1999), and Roelefs (2005), discrete grammatical information is accessed at a 

different stage of production than articulatory information (but see Dell (1986) for another 

approach).  Taking Roelof’s (2005) model as an illustrative example (Figure 1), we have many 

examples of  errors at the‘Word-form encoding’ level, where linguistic units of word-forms 

can go amiss, but where are the errors at the ‘Articulation’ level, where motor plans are 

implemented in a physical world? If these kinds of gradational errors exist, perceiver bias 

contributes to masking them. Phoneticians have shown that phonemes and phonemic features, 

when examined acoustically, are not always the categorical units they are thought to be. Gradient 

or co-production errors may be under-reported as compared with categorical or segment-

substitution errors (Frisch and Wright 2002; Pouplier 2005; Pouplier and Hardcastle 2005; Goldstein, 

Pouplier, Chen, Saltzmann, and Byrd 2007).
1
  Aphasic patients have been studied – some whose errors 

are articulatory and some whose errors are phonemic (Romani, Olsen, Semenza and Grana 2002). 

What kinds of gradational, modality-based speech errors are there? And how do the categorical 

distinctions of grammar relate to the gradational distinctions rooted in modality? 
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Figure 1: Flow of information in the WEAVER++ model of language production, monitoring, 

and processing (Roelofs 2005).  

 

Our contribution to these questions is to introduce a population of speakers not previously 

discussed in the linguistics literature, who confound the language modalities studied up to now in 

several ways. We introduce speech error data from these speakers -- to our knowledge the first of 

this kind ever collected. We distinguish three types of speech errors in our corpus. We argue that 

one of these error types reflects the categorical units of linguistic structure. A second error type 

reflects gradational effects from the implementation of a motor plan. We argue that the third type 

of error should be seen as sometimes categorical and sometimes gradational. In the course of this 

we also re-examine the difference between written and spoken language modalities. 

The independence of grammar and modality so far established raises the complementary 

question: what role does modality play in defining the forms of language? The simplest view is 

that the interface itself adds no constraints, the differences arising only out of the physical 

qualities of the phonemic space for each modality  (e.g., Chomsky’s (1995)  minimalist 

challenge also takes this view.) But is the simplest view the correct one? To address this 

challenge we need to we meaningfully compare language modalities. Research on signed 

languages has begun to lead the way. 

The role of modality in influencing the character of signed versus spoken languages has been 

explicitly discussed in the more recent sign language research (Meier 2002). What distinctive 

differences between them are attributable to the different modalities of signed versus spoken 

languages? Signed languages appear to favor noncatenative (or simultaneous) morphology over 

sequential and concatenative morphology, which Klima and Bellugi (1979) suggest is a reflex of 
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the longer time it takes to articulate in sign as opposed to speech. Aronoff et all (2005) show that 

this is true of the inflectional morphology of signed languages more than the derivational 

morphology (which tends to be concatenative and minimal), but they agree with Klima and 

Bellugi that the simultaneous morphology arises out of the visual-spatial modality. Hohenberger 

et al (2002) and Leuninger et al (2004) find modality effects in speech errors in German Sign 

Language. By looking at elicited slips of the hand, they find that signed and spoken language 

production is essentially the same, but signed language errors produced more fusions than 

spoken languages. Furthermore, the fusions show particular traits reflecting the ‘vertical’ 

information packaging potential of signed languages compared to the ‘horizontal’ information 

packaging potentials of spoken language. In other words, signed languages package more 

information in the time stamp of one sign, than spoken languages can package in the time stamp 

of one word. 

In this paper, we develop these ideas from sign language research and related ideas from research 

on typing errors, to argue that a fundamental way to compare language modalities is by the ratio 

of information transmission over time. We will propose that certain errors we do not find in our 

corpus reflect this aspect of the particular modality. 

In the next section we introduce our unique population of language speakers. 

1.2 Augmentative and Alternative Communicators 

Our contribution to this literature is to introduce speech error data from a unique population of 

speakers, who crosscut the well-studied modalities of production and comprehension of vocally 

articulating speakers and ASL signers: speakers using Augmentative and Alternative 

Communication devices (whom we call AAC speakers). These are persons with a disability such 
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as cerebral palsy, who comprehend spoken language normally, but produce speech using a 

keyboard and voice synthesizer. They may interact with the keyboard using a finger, head-

pointer, or other method. Their reduced articulatory system most often consists of sequences of 

hits by a single digit on a keyboard. To the best of our knowledge, the language of AAC speakers 

has not been discussed in the theoretical linguistics literature, although some research is available 

in the speech pathology literature (Binger and Light 2008). AAC speakers are unique in the 

relation between their language comprehension and production modalities, compared to other 

speaker populations on which there is substantial research. Vocal speakers articulate with their 

mouths and perceive auditorily; ASL speakers articulate manually and perceive visually. AAC 

speakers perceive auditorily and articulate manually. AAC speakers have a unique set of 

language modalities differing from that of previously studied language populations. 

Not only do AAC speakers cross-cut perception and production modalities used by vocal and 

manual articulators, they also confound the traditional distinctions between spoken and written 

language. There are a number of different systems available for representing language on a 

keyboard for an AAC device. The devices our speakers use make two separate systems available. 

One is a symbolic and linguistically-oriented system, and the other is the familiar spelling on a 

Qwerty keyboard. Most speakers hit keys with a digit, just like a typist, so in that respect they are 

comparable to someone producing written language by typing. 

What is the difference between written and spoken language (where we include signed language 

in the term spoken)? Spoken language is primary; written language is secondary. Written 

language is an artifact; it is consciously engineered. Written language has varying orthographic 

depth from the sounds of the spoken language. Spoken language arises naturally in a population 

or in an individual, without explicit teaching or engineering. (See Daniels and Bright 1996, 
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Sproat 2000, Perfetti 2003 for discussion of these issues.)  It takes engineering to create an AAC 

system, and AAC speakers have to be taught to use their devices. But language production by 

our AAC speakers also has much in common with spoken first languages. Speakers from the 

study have severe arythmia resulting in unintelligible speech, particularly to unfamiliar parties. 

For these speakers, speech with their AAC devices – using the system in the symbolic, 

linguistically-oriented mode – becomes their central, usual, and most effective means of 

speaking. This is not a written alternative to speaking. They become fluent and automatic in 

producing speech by these means, just as do vocal articulators, even though they cannot achieve 

a comparable speed of communication. 

In our corpus of speech errors from AAC speakers, we identify three types of errors. We find a 

difference between the kinds of speech errors produced in the symbolic/linguistic mode and 

those produced in the spelling mode. We argue that one of these error types, produced only in the 

symbolic/linguistic mode, reflects morpho-syntactic structure. Our two other error types, 

(mistakenly hitting adjacent keys or hitting the same key twice) are produced in both modes, and 

these are parallel to the kinds of errors made by typists. They do not refer to linguistic structure 

in their production, and they appear to arise from motor processes. Interestingly, we find that the 

hitting-the-same-key-twice type of error is manifested differently in symbolic/linguistic mode 

and in spelling mode. The interaction of linguistic and motor processes revealed in this pattern of 

speech errors gives us a unique view into the relationship between categorical and gradational 

processes in human language, and allows us to reconsider the distinction between writing and 

speaking. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We present an overview of the language 

representation system used by our AAC speakers in some depth in section 2, because speech 
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errors must be explained in that context. In section 3 we describe our speech error corpus and 

collection methods, and some of the preliminary analysis performed on the data. In Section 4 we 

present our data on the errors in the symbolic and linguistic (or Minspeak) mode, and show that 

they reflect the morphological structure of the Minspeak forms of the words. In Section 5 we 

present the errors that our speakers produced in spelling mode, which we describe and analyze 

from the point of view of the relative positions of the target and error keys. We find two common 

error types in this mode: hitting adjacent keys, and repeat-hits on a single key. In Section 6 we 

compare our spelling-mode errors with data on typing errors found in the literature on typing, 

and find commonalities with our AAC speech errors. Finally in Section 7 we return to our data 

on symbolic-mode errors, and examine it again, taking the typing/spelling-mode errors into 

consideration; and we conclude that evidence remains for the errors reflecting the morphology of 

the symbolic/linguistic system. Section 8 specifically addresses the errors we do NOT find in our 

data. We speculate on implications and reasons for these gaps, and suggest an effect of the 

temporal properties of modality; more specifically, the ratio of information transmission to time. 

Finally, Section 9 is our overview and conclusion. 

2. Overview of the Minspeak Language Representation System 

2. How AAC devices work with the Minspeak Language Representation System 

The AAC speakers in our study employ devices incorporating an abstract language 

representation system called Minspeak™ or Semantic Compaction™, which allows them to 

produce fully grammatical English sentences (Baker, 1994).  With this method, language is 

represented by a relatively small set of multi-meaning icons.  The specific meaning of each icon 

is a function of the context in which it is used. (Baker‟s (1982) original development of 

Minspeak was inspired by a knowledge of hieroglyphics.) The software on the devices also 
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provides for switching between the Minspeak mode and a spelling mode, where words can be 

produced by spelling them orthographically. In this section we provide an overview of the 

Minspeak Language Representation System.  

The Minspeak language representation system employs a keyboard with grammar keys and 

lexical keys. Figure 2 illustrates a sample Minspeak keyboard. 

 

Figure 2: Minspeak keyboard  

Words are coded in Minspeak as a unique sequence of one to three icon (or picture symbol) keys. 

The speaker hits the correct sequence for each word produced in an utterance. Coded icon 

sequences generally begin or end on a grammar key. On this overlay, the grammar keys are 

mostly found in the top two rows and the leftmost two columns. The lexical keys, which have 

colored icons (or picture symbols), consist mostly of the remaining keys in the middle of the 

board. The icons on the lexical keys are used for meaning associations to help in learning, but 

strict semantic compositionality is not claimed or maintained. Each key has a unique label. For 
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example, the word doctor is coded as the three-key sequence (referring to each key by its unique 

label): [PEOPLE, MEDICAL, NOUN], shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3:  The key sequence for the word doctor in Minspeak mode. 

 

There are two buffer screens above the keyboard on the device: a text screen and an icon buffer. 

As the sequence for each word is hit, the word appears in a buffer screen above the keyboard. 

The speaker may correct this screen output if he
2
 is dissatisfied with it, by backspacing over the 

output to erase it, and then retyping different input. Or he may proceed to produce the next word 

on the screen. The text equivalents of the words he is entering via the keyboard continue to 

appear on the screen, until the speaker is satisfied with the utterance he has composed, and he 

hits a key to launch voice synthesis.   

 

Figure 4: A PathFinder Device showing the overlay and the buffers 
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While the speaker is in Minspeak mode, the icon buffer shows an image of the icons on the keys 

he has so far produced, until the entire icon sequence for the word is composed. Upon striking a 

subsequent key after a word is composed, the icon buffer empties and the new key is entered in 

the buffer. If the speaker hits the backstroke, the most recent key is removed from the buffer. 

After three keystrokes, if a meaningful sequence has not been produced, the buffer empties on 

the next keystroke. 

 

To return to the example of the word doctor produced in Minspeak mode. First, the speaker hits 

the [PEOPLE] key, and the [PEOPLE] icon appears in the icon buffer. Next the speaker hits the 

[MEDICAL] key, and the [MEDICAL] icon appears in the buffer following the [PEOPLE] icon. 

Finally, the speaker hits the [NOUN] key, and the image of the [NOUN] key appears following 

the [MEDICAL] icon and the [PEOPLE] icon. At this point the entire three-hit key sequence 

spelling doctor is visible in the icon buffer, and only then does the word doctor appear 

orthographically in the text screen. As soon as the speaker hits a new key, the icon buffer is 

emptied and the image of the new key appears in the icon buffer. 

 

2.2 Coding of words in Minspeak 

In coding words for Minspeak, the icons on the lexical keys are used for meaning associations to 

help in learning, and to associate related meanings. Figure 5 illustrates a small sample dictionary 

of Minspeak, showing different words (or expressions in the case of the interjection) coded with 

the same initial lexical key (CLOCK), but with different final grammar keys. The words have 

different parts of speech depending on the grammar key, but share meanings associated with 

time (except for the word round, which is associated with the clock by shape, not by a function 
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related to time). The icons of the key sequences provide semantic associations; they are not 

strictly semantically compositional. The first seven words are coded as two keystroke sequences; 

the words early and late are three-keystroke sequences.  

 

KEY SEQUENCE WORD 

Lexical key label(s) Grammar key label  

CLOCK ADJ round 

CLOCK ADV now 

CLOCK CONJ while 

CLOCK INTERJ at any rate 

CLOCK NOUN clock 

CLOCK PREP during 

CLOCK VERB start 

CLOCK,  MORNING ADJ early 

CLOCK,  NIGHT ADJ late 

Figure 5: Excerpt from a Minspeak dictionary showing different parts of speech.   

(Labels for grammar keys: ADJ = adjective; CONJ = conjunction; INTERJ = interjection; 

PREP = preposition). 

 

All the words in the chart in Figure 5 take fewer hits to produce in Minspeak than they do to 

spell them orthographically. This technique for coding words allows the most frequently used 

words of daily conversation (a core vocabulary) to be coded fairly cost-effectively, generally in 

three hits or less.  A double hit on the same key is given higher value in cost-efficiency than two 

hits on different keys, so when more than one lexical key is necessary, common words may often 

be coded with two hits on the same key. 

The commonly used morphological variants of words, which are needed for producing 

grammatical sentences, are coded with grammar keys. For example, verb tenses and noun plurals 

have grammar keys. These are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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KEY SEQUENCE (left to right) WORD 

Lexical key label Grammar key label  

APPLE VERB eat 

APPLE VERB+S eats 

APPLE VERB+ED ate 

APPLE VERB+EN eaten 

APPLE VERB+ING eating 

APPLE TO+VERB to eat 

PEOPLE NOUN person 

PEOPLE NOUNPL people 

Figure 6:  Excerpt from a Minspeak dictionary showing some morphological variants. 

 

Some of the most common words or morphological variants are coded with a single keystroke – 

just one grammar key (Figure 7):   

KEY SEQUENCE (left to right) WORD 

Lexical key label Grammar key label  

 VERB are 

 VERB+ED was 

 VERB+ING were 

 CONJ and 

 TO+VERB to 

 PREP of 

 VERB+EN on 

Figure 7: Excerpt from a Minspeak dictionary showing some single-key codings. 

 

Speed of communication is of the essence for individuals with these types of disabilities and 

communication disorders. This kind of coding for the words most frequently used makes it 

possible to produce the words for input to the speech generator with greater efficiency than by 

spelling them out. 
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With this method of language encoding, all words have fixed motor plans associated with them, 

whether they are produced in Minspeak or in spelling mode. Speakers often appear to produce 

words automatically, no longer needing to use the overlay.
3
 Having a fixed motor plan associated 

with each word contributes to the cost-efficiency of producing the words. Figure 8 illustrates the 

Minspeak keyboard with arrows added to indicate the sequence of key hits that produce the word 

doctor  in Minspeak mode (coded as the three-key sequence [PEOPLE, MEDICAL, NOUN]). 

 
Figure 8: Minspeak keyboard showing key sequence for the word doctor in Minspeak mode. 

 

The arrows in Figure 8 track the course of motor articulation required to produce the word doctor 

in Minspeak mode.  The speaker makes three key-hits. He must first hit the PEOPLE key, then 

move to the MEDICAL key and strike it, and finally move to the NOUN key and strike that.  

 

2.3 Other methods of language production 

The AAC speaker can also choose to spell her words for production, in which case she switches 

the device between Minspeak mode and spelling mode. In the spelling mode, words are produced 
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by spelling them, referring to the orthographic characters on the keys. A word prediction system 

also may be activated, and the speaker may select a word from a word-prediction table while in 

spelling mode.  In spelling mode, the word cup is produced by the sequence of the three keys as 

shown in Figure 9 below. The unique label for each key appears below the key. The orthographic 

values of the keys are arranged in standard QWERTY format. 

 

Figure 9: The key sequence for cup in spelling mode. 

Figure 10 illustrates a Minspeak keyboard with arrows added to indicate the sequence of key hits 

to produce the word cup in spelling mode. 

 

Figure 10: Minspeak keyboard showing key sequence for the word cup in spelling mode. 
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A speaker may also put his own personal pre-stored messages into his device (such as a personal 

introduction for general purposes). Our group of AAC speakers employed the different methods 

available to them in the following order of frequency: Minspeak 88.5%; spelling 7.0%; word 

prediction (in spelling mode) 4.4%; and producing a pre-stored message 0.1%. 

2.4 Different versions of Minspeak 

As Minspeak has been developed over time, different versions of the system have arisen. Our 

speakers used one of two systems. Thirteen speakers used devices with Minspeak Words 

Strategy software. (The examples in this section were drawn from Liberator Words Strategy 

Manual Verson 3.0). Seven speakers used a device with a Unity software version of Minspeak.  

Both Words Strategy and Unity overlays have 128 locations on the device. 

2.5 Relation between Minspeak Units and Linguistic Units 

The Minspeak language representation system demarcates several kinds of units, which can be 

correlated loosely with linguistic units, as demonstrated in the table below. The distinction 

between grammar keys and lexical keys gives Minspeak a rudimentary sub-lexical morphology, 

which may or may not correlate with the morphology found in the spoken word form. We 

examine this morphology in the next section. 

Minspeak Unit Linguistic Unit

Single Keystroke Segment

Coded key sequence Word

Grammar key(s) portion of coded key sequence Grammatical Morpheme

Lexical key(s) portion of coded key sequence Lexical Morpheme

Pronounced sequence of words Prosodic Unit  
Figure 11: The most basic units in Minspeak, and loose corollaries with established linguistic 

units. 
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2.6 Morphological Mismatches 

The simple morphology of the Minspeak forms used for language production by AAC speakers 

can be quite different from the acoustic forms they recognize during language perception. The 

complexity of morphology in the Minspeak forms often does not match the complexity of 

morphology in the acoustic forms; and the number of keystrokes required to form a word in 

Minspeak has no corollary in the acoustic forms, as we see in Figure 12. 
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ACOUSTIC WORD FORMS  

(represented 

orthographically) 

MINSPEAK WORD FORMS 

KEY SEQUENCE (left to right) 

First Key Second Key Third Key 

how DRIVE ?WORD  

how early ?WORD MORNING  

how far ?WORD EXIT  

how late ?WORD SLOW  

how’s DRIVE DRIVE     ?WORD 

he HE+ HE+  

him HE+ OBJ  

his HE+ POSS  

himself OBJ HE+  

in back of BED PREP  

in front of ELEPHANT PREP  

teacher PEOPLE KNOW NOUN 

speech therapist PEOPLE PHONE NOUN 

Figure 12: Mismatches between morphological complexity of acoustic forms and Minspeak 

forms (The elements ? and + have no meaning here; they are just part of the name of the key.) 

While both Minspeak and acoustic word forms distinguish between grammatical and lexical 

morphemes, they may be mismatched. For example, irregular acoustic verb forms may be 

regularized as in Figure 13. The first five acoustic verb forms are regular, the second six are 

irregular; but all are regular in Minspeak verb forms. 

ACOUSTIC WORD FORMS 

(represented 

orthographically) 

MINSPEAK WORD FORMS 

KEY SEQUENCE (left to right) 

Lexical key label Grammar key label 

(die)       died SKULL VERB+EN 

(charge) charged VOLT VERB+EN 

(need)    needed UMBRELLA VERB+EN 
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(figure)  figured WRONG VERB+EN 

(try)       tried TRIANGLE VERB+EN 

(do)       done FETCH VERB+EN 

(find)    found TRAIL VERB+EN 

(fall)     fallen THUMBSDOWN VERB+EN 

(eat)      eaten APPLE VERB+EN 

(sit)       sat CHAIR VERB+EN 

(sleep)  slept BED VERB+EN 

on  VERB+EN 

Figure 13:  Mismatches between morphology of Minspeak forms and acoustic forms for some 

past participle verb forms 

 

3 Speech Error Collection 

3.1 Our Corpus  

Our speech error data comes from interviews with 20 adult native English-speaking AAC 

speakers who are using a keyboard with the Minspeak language application program. These 

individuals are cognitively normal (not aphasic), and only impaired in the motor production of 

speech. They share a diagnosis of cerebral palsy. Our group consists of fifteen men and five 

women with a mean age of 30 years. Nineteen of them have had some college experience and 

thirteen have part or full-time employment. Their average time on their AAC devices is five 

years; and they have an average communication rate of 12 words per minute (with a range of 4.1-

22.0 wpm). The interviews consisted of short conversations between the AAC speaker and the 

interviewer. The sample of speech output in 1 below shows a sample of the normal, grammatical 

and colloquial English produced by these AAC speakers with their devices. (The underscore ___ 

indicates a proper noun that has been removed to protect privacy.) 

(1) a. I have a really nice little home which I rent with the option to buy someday, but it's in a 

nice neighborhood. 

b. No, it's just me and old ____ my dog that is. 
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c. high school. 

d. I'm planning to go to college here someday hopefully. 

e. I've been saying that for a couple years. 

f. I need to just do it. 

g. I help do trainings with ____ then I sit on a couple state boards for the disabled. 

h. It'll be a year October since I've started. 

 

During the interview, a Language Activity Monitor (Hill and Romich 2001) on the AAC device 

recorded log files for the utterances composed by the AAC speakers during the interview. These 

were then used to generate transcripts. The Language Activity Monitor (LAM) records the words 

or letters produced in the text screen by the speakers’s keystrokes in either Minspeak mode or 

spelling mode along with a timestamp for each event. In Minspeak mode, only words appear in 

the text screen; in spelling mode, letters appear. The log files are records of the material 

appearing in the text screen (rather than the actual keystrokes). The log files also record some 

functional key hits such as hits on the backstroke key (which erases the previous word or letter 

on the screen). In this way, the errors and corrections made by the speaker in the gap between 

motor production (hitting the keys for the word) and speech output (hitting the key to launch 

voice synthesis) were recorded.  An illustration of some hypothetical log files is in 2 below.  

(2) 20:37:00 “I need ” 

20:37:05 “*[VOLUME UP]*” 

20:37:06 “*[VOLUME UP]*” 

20:37:07 “*[VOLUME UP]*” 

20:37:14 “something ” 

20:37:16 “to drink ” 

20:37:19 “i” 

20:37:20 “m” 
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20:37:24 “m” 

20:37:28 “ediately ” 

The time stamp appears first, then the key output. At 8:37 PM this speaker begins the utterance, 

and produces I need, something, and to drink using Minspeak mode. He produces immediately 

by spelling i, then m, then m, and then completes the word using word prediction. Between the 

first and second screen output the speaker has also hit the VOLUME UP key three times (there 

being presumably a great deal of ambient noise in the environment).  

Researchers on speech errors have commented on problems that can arise using transcriptions to 

study speech errors, arguing that bias in the listener-transcriber might affect the accuracy of the 

transcriptions. Our speech-error data have the advantage of being self-transcribed, so they cannot 

suffer from such a drawback. 

3.2 Speech Error Annotation and Excerpting 

In the transcripts created from the log files, the information on whether a word was produced by 

spelling [spe] or word prediction in spelling mode [wpr] is available, as well as whether a word 

was erased by backspacing over it [bks]. In 3 below the utterances in 1 are annotated with this 

information. All annotations refer to the preceding word. (Words produced in Minspeak mode 

are not annotated.) Annotations in square brackets enclose content supplied at some stage in the 

annotation process, not necessarily correlating with any of the speaker’s keystrokes. ([bks] is a 

special case, because the speaker hit keys to backspace over the word.  And if a word was 

produced in spelling mode, the speaker had to hit a key to effect the switchover of systems.) 

Items in curly brackets are the actual output of the speaker, either subsequently backspaced over 

and erased, or left in the speech. All brackets are supplied by the annotators. 
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In these examples, two items were produced by spelling (neighborhood in 3a, and jj in 3d); and 

four words were produced by word prediction in spelling mode (rent and option in 3a, college in 

3d, trainings in 3g). The rest of the words were all produced in Minspeak mode. In 3d, the 

speaker made a correction by backspacing over the letters jj to erase them. In 3g the speaker 

backspaced once to erase a, the produced the word state, then produced two incorrect attempts at 

the word board, backspacing over each of them to erase them, before continuing with the correct 

output of the word boards. 

(3) a. I have a really nice little home which I rent [wpr] with the option [wpr] to buy 

someday, but it's in a nice neighborhood [spe]. 

b. No, it's just me and old  ____ my dog that is. 

c. high school. 

d. I'm planning {jj}[spe] [bks] to go to college [wpr] here someday hopefully. 

e. I've been saying that for a couple years. 

f. I need to just do it. 

g. I help do trainings [wpr] with  ____ then I sit on a couple {a}[bks] state {board} [bks] 

{boarder} [bks] boards for the disabled. 

h. It'll be a year October since I've started. 

 

Finally, the transcripts were manually annotated for errors and error type. Errors in Minspeak 

mode are annotated as [er: sem]; errors in spelling mode are annotated as [er: spe]. The manual 

annotation showed 96% inter-rater reliability. 

(4) a.  I have a really nice little home which I rent [wpr] with the option [wpr] to buy 

 someday, but it's in a nice neighborhood [spe]. 

b. No, it's just me and old  ____ my dog that is. 

c. high school. 

d. I'm planning {jj} [er:spe][bks] to go to college [wpr] here someday hopefully. 

e. I've been saying that for a couple years. 

f. I need to just do it. 

g. I help do trainings [wpr] with ____ then I sit on a couple {a}[er:sem] [bks] state 

{board} [er:sem] [bks] {boarder} [er:sem][bks] boards for the disabled. 

h. It'll be a year October since I've started. 
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There were two types of apparent errors we did not annotate as errors for this purpose (but we 

return to them later in the paper). The first type consisted of instances where homonyms were 

substituted for target words, that worked successfully in the speech generator system, and which 

the speakers did not correct by backspacing over. These included hear for here, there for their, 

becuz for because, sense for since, out put for output, and for get for forget. It is not clear 

whether these were errors or creative adaptations to the technology of the devices. The second 

type of error that we have not included in these statistics are eleven instances of duplicated 

words, which the speaker sometimes corrected and sometimes did not correct (e.g., most of of 

the calls, to a a different person, was was built). We return to a discussion of these later. 

The annotated errors were excerpted from the transcripts and listed on a spreadsheet, without 

separating adjacent errors. The small sample in Figure 14 will give the reader a flavor of the 

data, which includes errors in spelling mode and errors in Minspeak mode; and also shows that 

some errors were backspaced over to correct them before pronunciation, and some errors were 

not. (Note that removing speech errors from their spoken words is not even an option for vocal 

articulators.) We had a 302-line list at this point.  
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Errors with annotations and following word Annotations appearing
{to show}[er:sem][bks]{shii}[er:spe][bks] to read [er:sem][bks]  [er:spe][bks]

{to charge}[er:sem][bks]faster [er:sem][bks]

{tod}[er:spe]teaching [er:spe]

{untry}[er:spe] Unity [er:spe]

{to happen}[er:sem][bks]{happen}[er:sem][bks]ask [er:sem][bks] [er:sem][bks]

{divce}[er:spe]device [er:spe]

{when}[er:sem] what [er:sem]

{people}[er:sem][bks]{person}[er:sem][bks] people [er:sem][bks] [er:sem][bks]

{much}[er:sem][bks] a [er:sem][bks]

{prx}[er:spe][bks] PRC [er:spe][bks]

{how}[er:sem][bks]however [er:sem][bks]

{taking}[er:sem][bks]using [er:sem][bks]

{I}[er:sem] Do [er:sem]

{sii}[er:spe][bks]since [er:spe][bks]  

Figure 14: Sample of error data spreadsheet 

The reader can see from Figure 14 that since adjacent errors were not separated, there is more 

than one error possible per line. We then separated adjacent errors to examine them individually, 

and separated the Minspeak errors from the spelling errors, giving us lists as in Figure 15 and 

Figure 16. At this point we had 211 errors in Minspeak mode and 115 errors in spelling mode. 

Errors with annotations and following word Annotations appearing

{to show}[er:sem][bks]{shii} [er:sem][bks]  

{to charge}[er:sem][bks]faster [er:sem][bks]

{to happen}[er:sem][bks]{happen} [er:sem][bks] 

{happen}[er:sem][bks]ask [er:sem][bks]

{when}[er:sem] what [er:sem]

{people}[er:sem][bks]{person} [er:sem][bks] 

{person}[er:sem][bks] people [er:sem][bks] 

{much}[er:sem][bks] a [er:sem][bks]

{how}[er:sem][bks]however [er:sem][bks]

{taking}[er:sem][bks]using [er:sem][bks]

{I}[er:sem] Do [er:sem]  
Figure 15: Sample of Minspeak error data spreadsheet with one error per line 
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Errors with annotations and following word Annotations appearing

{shii}[er:spe][bks] to read [er:spe][bks] 

{tod}[er:spe]teaching [er:spe]

{untry}[er:spe] Unity [er:spe]

{divce}[er:spe]device [er:spe]

{prx}[er:spe][bks] PRC [er:spe][bks]

{sii}[er:spe][bks]since [er:spe][bks]  
Figure 16: Sample of spelling error data spreadsheet with one error per line 

 

3.3 Recovering keystrokes 

Speech errors were collected using LAM data as described above. Since the LAM data recorded 

screen output and not the keystrokes that generated the output, it was necessary to recover the 

keystroke sequences for the errors. This was a trivial exercise for the spelling errors, since we 

could simply refer to the QWERTY location of the orthographic letters on the appropriate 

keyboard. For the Minspeak errors more work was entailed. There were two different versions of 

Minspeak in use by our participants. For the Unity output, the keystroke sequences were 

reconstructed on a device with a Unity system. For the Word Strategy output, a dictionary was 

used. For various reasons there were some errors for which the keystrokes of either the source or 

target word could not be reconstructed, and these we omitted from our analysis. These included 

some words with two possible key sequences.
4
 This left us with 153 errors in Minspeak mode 

that were analyzable by keystroke. The errors were then analyzed by comparison of the error 

word and the target word. We ignored the factor of whether or not the speaker erased the error 

word by backspacing before producing the target word. 

Because we had to reconstruct keystrokes, it is possible that there are some errors in Minspeak 

mode which we have no record of in our data, which would have been emptied from the icon 

buffer before producing a word. The icon buffer could have been emptied and restarted if 
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nonsensical icon sequences or icon sequences longer than three icons were entered. However, 

this would constitute a kind of restart for the speaker, and we would have a record of the next 

target word produced in Minspeak, or error word if there was one.  Any subsequent errors would 

be separate errors in their own right. Anecdotal observation of speakers leads us to believe that if 

such unrecorded errors exist they would be few. At present we lack the technology to track 

keystrokes on the device, so we must work with the corpus as it is. We anticipate the future 

development of keystroke tracking technology. 

4. Errors reflecting Minspeak morphology  

Studies of vocally articulating (normal) speakers have observed that speech errors reflect the 

constraints of the language (among others Fromkin 1973, Garrett 1976, Stemberger 1984). Since 

in Minspeak mode all the errors recorded by the LAM were constrained to be not only possible 

but actual words, we could not examine this thesis with our corpus of Minspeak errors. However, 

we could look at the errors in Minspeak mode from the point of view of the morphological structure of 

Minspeak referred to in the previous section, by examining errors made in Minspeak mode according to 

the distribution of grammar keys and lexical keys.  In our collection of word-pairs of error and target 

words with varying combinations of grammar and lexical keys, we had many examples where target and 

error word pairs preserved morphological structure in terms of lexical and grammar keys. These are 

parallel to the examples from Fromkin (1973), in which grammar and lexical morphemes are replaced by 

morphemes of the same type (e.g., and so in conclusion replaced mistakenly by and so in concludement; 

and naturalness replaced by nationalness). Our AAC Minspeak speakers made similar errors, replacing a 

word with the same lexical icon sequence but with a different grammar key (Figure 17), or replacing a 

word with a different lexical icon sequence but with the same grammar key (Figure 18). To make the 

tables easier to see at a glance, the changed part of the key sequence is in bold-face. 
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Part of Speech Error Word  Target word  

VERB (past part) VERB (past)  JUMP, VERB+EN  

„gone‟  

JUMP, VERB+ED 

„went‟  

PREP  ADV  GLOW, PREP  

„above‟ 

GLOW, ADVERB  

„once‟   

VERB  ADJ  VOLT, TO+VERB  

„to charge‟  

VOLT, ADJ+ER  

„faster‟  

VERB  ADJ  LOVE, VERB  

„love‟  

LOVE, ADJ 

„new‟  

ADV  ADJ  CHAIR, ADVERB  

„nearly‟  

CHAIR, CONJ  

„but‟  

PREP  NOUN  PEOPLE, OPEN, NOUN  

„child‟  

PEOPLE, OPEN, NOUNPL 

„children‟  

VERB  NOUN PHONE, DOG, VERB 

„speak‟  

PHONE, DOG, NOUN 

„speech‟  

Figure 17: Examples of errors in Minspeak mode replacing a word with the same lexical icon 

sequence but with a different grammar morpheme 

 

Part of Speech  Error Word  Target word  

PREP  PREP, FAMILY 

„between‟  

PREP,  SUIT 

„for  

VERB  THERMO, VERB+ING 

„taking‟  

TRIANGLE, VERB+ING 

„trying‟  

WH  ?WORD, THINK  

„why‟  

?WORD, HAMMER 

„how‟  

ADVERB  ADVERB, BOY  

„now‟  

ADVERB, SHOE  

„just‟  

CONJ  ELEPHANT, CONJ 

„and‟  

CHAIR, CONJ 

„but‟  

NOUN  PEOPLE, MEDICAL, NOUN 

„doctor‟  

MEDICAL, THUMBSUP, NOUN 

„therapy‟  

Figure 18: Examples of errors in Minspeak mode replacing a word with the same grammar 

morpheme but with a different lexical icon sequence  

 

We must however ask the question: are these errors morpheme errors?  Or are they simply 

keystroke errors reflecting something else like motor activity? Since Minspeak is designed to be 

as cost-efficient as possible in terms of minimizing keystrokes, many of these are two-keystroke 
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words, in which the morpheme and the segment are identical. Because of this design factor, we 

have a paucity of sub-lexical structure to examine. 

However, we can still examine the patterning of errors with respect to the distribution of 

grammar and lexical keys. In order to make the comparison of error and target word more 

straightforward, we separated the error-target pairs that had the same number of keystrokes in 

both error and target words, and classified them by keystroke number. The overall breakdown of 

our Minspeak errors under this classification is shown in Figure 19.  

Error Class Total % of Total

Single hit errors 13 8%

Two-hit errors 75 49%

Three-hit errors 20 13%

SUBTOTAL (same # strokes) 108 71%

Mixed-hit errors 45 29%

TOTAL (all error types) 153 100%  
Figure 19: Breakdown of Minspeak error-target pairs by number of keystrokes in error and target 

words 

 

Again, with our corpus of Minspeak errors we could not examine on a general scale, whether 

these speech errors reflected the constraints of Minspeak, but we could look at the preservation 

of morphological structure within error-target pairs. Figure 19 shows that 108 errors out of 153 

(71%), preserved the same number of keystrokes in error and target words. This would seem to 

reflect a bias for preserving the same number of keystrokes in the error.  

 

The error words have to be not only possible words, but actual words. However, they do not have 

to match up in morphological form across error and target words. Figure 20 shows a more 
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detailed breakdown of errors in which error-target pairs had the same number of keystrokes in 

both error and target words. They are classified by number of keystrokes, and by the 

morphological structure in the sequence of grammar and lexical keys. These results seem to 

show a bias towards preserving the general morphological structure of the ordering of lexical and 

grammatical keys; demonstrating a kind of morphological structure preservation. Out of the two-

hit errors, types 2, 3, and 4 which were structure-preserving in this sense, made up 72 out of 75 

of the errors (or 96% of the two-hit errors). All of the three-hit errors (types 8-10) were structure-

preserving in the same way. Out of the two- and three-hit error-target pairs with the same 

number of keystrokes, 92 out of 95, or 96.8% were structure preserving. We have omitted the 

single-hit errors because they offered no alternative morphological structure for possible words.  

If we figure in the 13 single-hit errors, 85.2% were structure preserving. If we figure the 45 

mixed-hit errors into the balance (even including the single-hit errors) then 92 out of 153, or 

60.1% were structure preserving. 
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Type Single hit errors Struct-Pres. NOT Struct-Pres. N/A

1 G --> G 13

Two-hit errors

2 GG --> GG 16

3 LG --> LG  41

4 GL --> GL 15

5 GL --> LG 1

6 GG --> LG 1

7 LL --> LG   1

Subtotal 72 3

Three-hit errors

8 LLG --> LLG 12

9 LLL --> LLL 6

10 GLL--> GLL 1

11 GGL --> GGL 1

Subtotal 20 0

TOTAL 92 3 13

%with Single-hits 85.19% 2.78% 12.04%

%without Single-hits 96.84% 3.16%

%of Total errors (153) 60.13% 1.96% 8.50%  

 Figure 20: Breakdown of error-target pairs with same number of keystrokes in 

error and target words according to number of keystrokes, and arrangement of grammar (G) and 

lexical (L) keys. 

 

Figure 21 provides some context for the error types. It shows the possible combinations of 

lexical (L) and grammar (G) keys attested in the Minspeak systems in our error corpus. (It is 

possible for speakers or therapists to create codings for new words, which we could not know of, 

but it is highly unlikely for any words already in the dictionary or on the standard device, which 

was our reference.) Asterisks indicate the form is not found or is very rare. GG and GL are the 

more common of the two-key sequences, with LL and GL less common. Among the three-hit 

sequences the G-initial sequences are mostly special cases such as numbers, and they are less 

common. We can see that the most common error types do reflect the most common word types. 
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But even though GG and LG are the most common two-hit word type, they are rarely substituted 

for each other in our corpus of speech errors. 

Possible Keystroke 

Combinations 

Possible Words in 

Minspeak 

G G 

L * 

GG GG 

GL GL* 

LG LG  

LL LL* 

LLL LLL 

LLG LLG 

LGL * 

GLL GLL 

GGL GGL 

GLG * 

LGG * 

GGG * 

Figure 21: Possible combinations of lexical (L) and grammar (G) keys in the two Minspeak 

systems of our error corpus 

This brings us to our second notable observation: There is a bias towards preserving the general 

morphological structure of the ordering of lexical and grammatical keys. 

The errors in Minspeak mode show a bias towards preserving morphological structure (to the 

extent which we can observe it), in preserving the number of keystrokes and the arrangement of 

grammar keys and lexical keys. Even though AAC speakers using Minspeak mode on an AAC 

device are using an engineered language production system, and even though the use of 

keystrokes seems to mimic the typist’s output of written language, we conclude that these 

errors are kindred to the kinds of errors we find in spoken language. Discrete linguistic units 

would seem to be activated in the language production process so that they are reflected in 

production errors. In the next section we turn to examine the spelling mode errors in our corpus. 

5. Errors in spelling mode  
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5.1 Types of errors in spelling mode 

We examined the errors made while the speaker had the device in spelling mode, from the point 

of view of the relative positions of target and error keys. In order to examine this, we first 

classified the spelling errors into the four main categories illustrated in 5 below.  

(5) 

a. Errors with some spelling resemblance 

{uopset}[er:spe] upset [spe] 

{crazt} [er:spe][bks] crazy 

b. Errors with no spelling resemblance 

{kk}[er:spe][bks]vocabulary 

c. False starts 

These were errors such as below, where the speaker erased part of a word, then spelled it 

again, so that the target was a continuation of the error: 

{categ}[er:spe][bks] category 

There were only 4 such errors. 

d. Backspacing errors 

These were errors that occurred in a sequence of two or three in a row, which appeared to 

be triggered by backspacing over the wrong error keys in correcting an error word. This 

is one example: 

{wu}[er:spe][bks]{ii}[er:spe][bks] witty 

There were three such sequences totaling only 7 errors. 
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Our overall distribution of errors is shown in Figure 22. 

General error types Number    % 

Phonetic resemblance  90 78% 

No phonetic resemblance  14 12% 

False starts  4 3% 

Backspacing errors 7 6% 

Total 115 100% 

Figure 22: Distribution of general error types in spelling mode errors 

 

We will not have much to say about the categories (c) and (d) of the spelling errors; the false 

starts and the backspacing errors. These were relatively rare, and appear to be easily explained.  

We focus first on those errors with some spelling resemblance between error and target words, 

which is by far our largest group of errors. For these cases it is more or less straightforward to 

map between error and target word. These errors could be classified into substitution, deletion, 

insertion, or transposition errors, as shown below: 

(6) 

• Substitutions (S): 

 {crazt} [er:spe][bks] crazy 

• Insertions (I): 

 {uopset} [er:spe] upset [spe] 

• Deletions (D): 

 {sumer} [er:spe][bks] summer 

• Transpositions (T): 

 {counsle} [er:spe] excuse me counsel them 
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The errors were divided according to whether there were one, two, or three letters involved. By 

far, the most common errors involved only one letter, and these were the most clearly classifiable 

into the error categories illustrated in 6. We counted keys according to the number of wrong 

letters in the error word (except in the case of a transposition error, which we counted as a single 

error even though it involves two letters), rather than the number of computational steps involved 

in getting from target to error word. For example, a substitution which leaves one wrong letter in 

the error word was counted as a one-letter error, even though it could be analyzed as a two-step 

computation with the deletion of one letter and the insertion of another. Our purpose here was 

simply to establish a crude metric of complexity for analyzing the errors. 

Examples of two and three-letter spelling errors are shown in 7. In the example below labeled 

2:I, we counted two instances of Insertion errors. The example labeled 2:S,D we counted as one 

instance of Substitution and one of Deletion. The example labeled 3: D,2I we counted as one 

instance of Substitution and two instances of Insertion. 

(7) 

2: I   {opportunitity}[er:spe][bks] opportunity 

2: S   {tod}[er:spe]teaching 

2: S,D  {untry}[er:spe] Unity 

2: I   {lernarning}[er:spe][bks]learning 

2:S,I:   {surposrt}[er:spe][bks]support 

3: S   {stiew} [er:spe][bks] store 

3: D,2I {spina_bidfrida}[er:spe]Spinal_Bifida [spe] 

 

We had the following classification of errors with some phonetic resemblance by number of 

letters involved: 

1-letter errors 69 77% 

2-letter errors 14 14% 
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3-letter errors 7 9% 

Total 90 100% 

 

Figure 23:  Errors in spelling mode with some phonetic resemblance, classified by number of 

letters involved. 

 

The reader can see that this approach does not necessarily classify spelling errors of more than 

one hit uniquely, because assumptions must be made about operations changing target words into 

error words.  Although it was possible to classify the two and three-hit errors by choosing the 

simplest assumptions, this process was most straightforward for the one-letter errors, which were 

also the most common. Where any ambiguity might arise it was resolved by assuming (i) the 

minimal difference between the target and error word; (ii) that the speaker was proceeding left to 

right and operating on one character at a time; (iii) one insertion or deletion was more minimal 

than a substitution. For example, the third error in list (7) above might be viewed as an instance 

of two substitution errors, instead of one substitution and one deletion error, if the speaker 

substituted „tr‟ for „it‟. However, given our assumptions, we label it as 2:S,D, as if the speakers 

had first substituted „t‟ for „i‟, and then deleted „i‟. We had only three ambiguous cases among 

the two-letter errors and none among the one-letter errors. 

 

We had the following general distribution of substitution (S), insertion (I), deletion (D), and 

transposition (T) errors by number of letters involved (with transpositions a special case), shown 

in Figure 24: 

Operations 1 Key 2 Key 3 Key Total 

S 38 55% 11 41% 6 38% 55 

I 24 35% 10 37% 5 31% 39 

D 5 7% 5 19% 3 19% 13 

T 2 3% 1 4% 2 13% 5 

SubTotal 69 100% 27 100% 16 100% 112 
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% of Total 62%   24%   14%   100% 

Figure 24: General distribution of substitution, insertion, deletion and transposition errors by 

number of keys involved 

The errors involving only one letter were the most common, and also the most unambiguously 

identifiable into the categories shown.  

5.2 The role of adjacency in spelling mode errors  

In looking at the effects of relative key locations of target and error keys, we found a pronounced 

effect of adjacency in the spelling errors. Figure 25 illustrates one such error in which the error 

and target keys are adjacent. 

 

Figure 25: Comparison of motor plans for error and target words: „crazt‟ and „crazy‟ 

A high proportion of the spelling errors involved error and target keys adjacent to each other. 

Figure 26 shows the number of errors in which error key and target key were adjacent, among 

those errors with some phonetic resemblance. A-l is an error key adjacent one to the left (as in 

Figure 25); A-r is an error key adjacent one to the right; A-u is an error key adjacent one up; and 

A-d is an error key adjacent one down.  

Adjacency relations in spelling mode errors 1 Key 2 Key  3 Key  
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A-l: adjacent one to left 14 23% 4 19% 2 18% 

A-r: adjacent one to right 10 16% 0 0% 1 9% 

A-u: adjacent one up 0 0% 0 0% 1 9% 

A-d: adjacent one down 3 5% 0 0% 0 0% 

Total errors with some adjacency relation  27 44% 4 19% 4 36% 

Total substitution and insertion errors 62 100% 21 100% 11 100% 

Figure 26: Adjacency relations in errors in substitution or insertion errors in spelling mode 

 

Figure 24 shows that we had a significant number of errors involving adjacent error and target 

keys in spelling mode, across all key classes. We also observed that there are more left-right 

adjacency errors than up-down adjacency errors.  

  

5.3 Repeat hits in spelling errors 

We also found a high proportion of spelling errors involving single versus double hits on the 

same key. An example is shown in Figure 27, where the ‘o’ is hit twice in the error word. 

 

Figure 27:Motor plan for error-target pair: ‟roose‟ and ‟rose‟ 

Figure 27 shows the number of repeat-hit errors in the spelling mistakes. These include cases 

where (a) the error letters included a double-hit where there should have been a single hit, and 
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(b) cases where a letter that should have been a double-hit in the target was a single-hit in the 

error. (The adjacency and repeat-hit instances are not mutually exclusive. There is also one error 

included among the (a) cases in which the double-hit in the error word was one-adjacent to the 

left of the correct letter-key.) 

Repeat keystrokes in spelling errors 1 Key 2 Key 3 Key Total 

Double-hit in error 22 32% 2 14% 2 29% 26 29% 

Double-hit in target 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 

Total # errors with repeat keystrokes  23 33% 2 14% 2 29% 27 30% 

Total # errors in category  69 100% 14 100% 7 100% 90 100% 

Figure 28: Number of errors in spelling mode with repeat keystrokes involved in error 

Figure 28 shows we have a significant proportion of instances in which the speaker mistakenly 

hit the same key twice in producing the error word. 

In the spelling errors with no phonetic resemblance, there were also seven of the errors (out of 

14) which had repeat keystrokes within them (double-hits among the error letter keys). However 

since there were no letters in common between the error and target words, it was difficult to 

know if this had any significance, and we did not pursue these further. 

Examination of the errors in spelling mode in sections 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrates that adjacency of 

error-target keys and repeat hits are a significant factor in the errors in spelling mode. These 

make up the second and third error types we find in our error corpus. 

In contrast to the errors from Minspeak mode we describe in section 4, these errors do not seem 

to reflect any discrete linguistic unit. The adjacency errors – hitting the key next to the intended 

key – particularly seem to arise from motor planning or motor implementation factors. We argue 

that they are in fact, non-discrete, gradational errors which are expressed categorically due to the 

production modality of hitting keystrokes.  
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5.4 Errors in spelling with no phonetic resemblance: Mode errors 

We can make one additional observation about the spelling errors with no phonetic resemblance. 

Some of the errors with no phonetic resemblance at all appeared to be mode errors. Two of these 

are illustrated in 8 and 9. It is possible that the speaker began the keystroke sequence assuming 

he was in Minspeak mode, then discovered he was in spelling mode (producing errors) and 

switched over to Minspeak to continue. In one of these errors (8 below), the speaker typed ‘p’ 

and then ‘;’ in spelling mode, then backspaced over it and produced ‘speech_therapist’ in 

Minspeak mode. The word ‘speech_therapist’ is coded as the icon sequence [PEOPLE, 

PHONE, NOUN] in Minspeak mode, but the [PEOPLE] icon key doubles as the key for ‘p’ 

in spelling mode. The [PHONE] icon key doubles as the key for ‘:’ in spelling mode, which is 

immediately adjacent to the spelling key for ‘;’. The key sequence in spelling mode in the 

error is nearly identical to the key sequence in the target word, in Minspeak mode. 

(8) {p;}[er:spe][bks] speech_therapists  

A second probable mode error is illustrated in 9. The Minspeak icon coding for the verb 

„happen‟ is the key sequence [GLOW, DICE, VERB]. In spelling mode the first key produces 

[gl] (some common onset consonant sequences are available as single hits), while the second key 

produces [!]. The speaker apparently hit a key sequence in spelling mode which produced 

nonsense, then backspaced over it and hit the nearly identical sequence in Minspeak mode, to 

correctly produce the target word. 

(9) a. {gl!!}[er:spe][bks] happens 

 

b. Key sequence for target word ‘happens’ in Minspeak mode 
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    GLOW,  DICE,    VERB+s 

 

b. Key sequence for error {gl!!} in spelling mode 

 
   gl             !      ! 

 

 

Figure 29: Motor plan for target word ‟happens‟ in Minspeak mode 

6. Comparison of spelling mode errors with typing errors 

Beginning with the introduction of the typewriter in the nineteenth century, various modes of 

text input have been advocated (Yamada 1980). In recent years, as text input devices have 

become more important in daily life, interest has grown in comparing different systems for text 

entry. Text input systems are judged on both speed and accuracy; for the latter it is necessary to 

have a method of calculating accuracy. With this goal, a body of research has emerged on error 

analysis for evaluations of text entry methods.   
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The work of Soukoreff and Mackenzie is important in the development of error measurement in 

text entry. In Soukoreff and Mackenzie 2001, they devised techniques for measuring error rates, 

using two measures: the Minimum String Distance (MSD) and the Keystrokes per character. The 

MSD  was based on the Levenshtein minimum string distance algorithm (Levenshtein 1966). It  

represents the minimum number of primitive errors – insertions, deletions, or substitutions – the 

user could have made to transform the presented string (with no errors) into the transcribed string 

(produced by the typist in a transcription task, and possibly containing errors). In the formula 

below, P is the presented string and T is the transcribed strings. |P| and |T| are their respective 

lengths. 

(10) Error_Rate =  MSD (P, T)    x 100% 

   max ( |P|,|T|) 

 

The formula in (10) produces a guess at the total number of errors made in a string and translates that into 

a percentage. But with no attempted alignment of the presented and transcribed strings, it cannot tell us 

anything about the types of errors made. The Keystrokes Per Character measure compares the input 

stream – what was actually typed, including errors and corrections – with the final transcribed text output 

by the typist: 

 (11) KSPC =     |InputStream |_   

    |TranscribedText| 

 

The KSPC measure can give us an overall measure of efficiency in how many typing events it took for 

the typist to achieve her final output, but it is still an overall measure, which cannot tell us in detail about 

the kinds of errors that were made. In Mackenzie and Soukoreff 2002, they revised their MSD error 

measure by taking into consideration the alignment between the presented and transcribed text. This made 

it possible for them to compare letters by how many errors they were associated with. Although this 

introduced a way to examine typing errors on a character-by-character basis, this still does not tell us in 
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any depth about the kinds of typing errors made. Soukoreff and Mackenzie 2003 introduced technology 

for closer error analyses, taking into account corrected and uncorrected error rates. Wobbrock and Myers 

2006 further developed the work of Mackenzie and Soukoreff 2002, by creating algorithms for the 

automated analyses of character-level errors, and still further refining character-level error metrics. These 

various works provide sophisticated tools for comparing the text entry effectiveness of participants under 

different conditions, but do not give us the finer tools we need for comparing the types of errors made. 

For our purposes we need to look to a different research thread. 

Grudin 1983, working before text entry devices became ubiquitous, analyzed typewriting errors made 

using a full-QWERTY layout, by segmenting the errors into substitutions, insertions, deletions, and 

transpositions. Clawson et al 2006, in the era of mobile phones, did a similar analysis with participants 

using two-thumb text-entry on mini-Qwerty keyboards. The ten-fingered typewriting and the two-

thumbed text-entry methods studied by Grudin and by Clawson et al are not strictly parallel to the single-

digit text-entry method of our AAC speakers, but we can find useful comparisons. All use a Qwerty 

keyboard; the difference between these populations is only in how many (and which) digits were used, 

and how much time or effort is expended for each digit to hit a key. Grudin 1983 found that substitution 

errors were the largest class (62.92%). Clawson et al had a more even distribution of errors: 

Error Type Percentage 

Deletion 40.2% 

Substitution 33.2% 

Insertion 21.4% 

Transposition 5.2% 

TOTAL 100% 

Figure 30: Clawson et all 2006 results for different error types 

Our results from Section 5 are shown below, carrying forward just the one-key errors, and reorganized to 

compare with Clawson et al: 

Error Type Percentages for I Key errors 

Deletion 7.2% 
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Figure 31: Tenny and Hill results for different error types 

 

Similar to the results of Clawson et al, transpositions were our smallest class; and we found 

substitutions and insertions to be substantial classes of errors. Our substitution error results are 

closer to those of Grudin 1983‟s full-Qwerty ten-finger typists, than the two-thumb mini-Qwerty 

text-enterers of Clawson et al 2006. We also have a smaller class of deletion errors than Clawson 

et al found. But our results in general are unsurprising in light of the findings of Grudin and 

Clawson et al. 

Grudin and Clawson et al also found that adjacency errors played a significant role in their error 

data. Both found the majority of substitution errors to be left-right adjacency errors. Grudin 1983 

found 59% of novice substitutions and 31% of exert substitutions to be of this type. Clawson et 

al found that 55.3% of substitution errors and 22.2% of total errors to be left-right adjacency 

errors. We found that out of 38 substitution 1-key errors, 18 were left-right adjacency errors; or 

47.4% of substitution errors and 26.1% of total 1-key errors. MacKay 1993 also noted that 

skilled typists usually make their substitution errors with adjacent keys. Lessenberry’s 1928 

data (as analyzed by Grudin 1983) also showed the most common error type to be adjacency 

errors. 

Clawson et al 2006 also found a significant number of repeat-hit errors. For insertion errors, 

Clawson et al group their results for left-right adjacency and repeat-hit errors together, getting 

68.7% of insertion errors or 22.2% of total errors for this combination. We found that out of 24 

insertion 1-key errors, 6 were left-right adjacency errors; or 25% of the insertion errors and 8.7% 

Substitution 55.1% 

Insertion 34.8% 

Transposition 2.9% 

TOTAL 100% 
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of the total 1-key errors. 5 were repeat errors; or 20.8% of the insertion errors and 7.2% of the 

total 1-key errors. There was no overlap between repeat and left-right adjacency errors, giving a 

combined total of 45.8% of the insertion errors and 15.9% of the total 1-key errors. 

Clawson et al 2006 grouped all left-right adjacency errors in substitution and insertion plus 

repeat-hit errors in insertion into a category they label “Off-by-one”. 

Error Type Percentage 

Off-by-one 45.0% 

Deletion 21.4% 

Substitution 18.0% 

Insertion 10.4% 

Transposition 5.2% 

TOTAL 100% 

Figure 32: Clawson et all 2006 results taking into account “Off-by-one” class. 

 

We compare our results: 

Error Type in 1-key errors Percentages for 1-Key errors 

Left-right adjacency plus repeat-hit errors 
out of subs & insertion errors 47 68.1% 

Deletion 5 7.3% 

Substitution 7 10.1% 

Insertion 8 11.6% 

Transposition 2 2.9% 

TOTAL 1-key errors 69 100% 

Figure 33: Tenny and Hill results configured parallel to Figure 32 for comparison to Clawson et al 

 

There are a few interesting differences in our AAC data compared to the population studied by 

Clawson et al. Our AAC speakers made proportionately fewer deletion errors, and a somewhat 

larger proportion of the overall errors are ascribable to left-right adjacency and repeat-hits. Taken 

overall, however, we conclude that the errors made by our AAC speakers in spelling mode are 

largely comparable to errors made by other studied populations engaging in QWERTY text-

entry. Left-right adjacency errors and repeat-hits in errors are significant for all three 

populations, and left-right adjacency errors are much more common than up-down adjacency 
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errors. We conclude that these kinds of errors in our AAC speakers are kindred to the errors 

made by typists using Qwerty layout.  

In section 5 we presented errors in spelling-mode that substituted adjacent keys, and ascribed 

these to the gradational effects of motor processes, made categorical by the typing modality. We find 

that this kind of error (and repeat errors as well) are typical of typists, who produce written – not spoken -

- language. We should not be surprised that motor-based errors are found in typing as well. Researchers 

on typing errors have also ascribed these errors to motor processes, even proposing to distinguish at what 

level of motor processes the errors were generated (Grudin 1983). Insertion errors often result from two 

adjacent keys struck by one finger, which misses its target and hits two keys together. Grudin 1983 

attributes the bulk of these to aiming or trajectory errors. Repeat hit errors “reflect either keyboard bounce 

or inadequate deactivation of a keystroke” (McKay 1993 following Grudin 1983).  

McKay 1993 compared errors made in the three modalities of speaking, writing (by hand), and typing. He 

concluded that phonological constraints (such as syllable structure constraints or distinctive-feature 

substitutions) that are reflected in speech errors are not reflected in typing or handwriting errors, whereas 

typing errors may violate the phonological constraints in the language.  

7. Adjacency and repeat-hit errors in Minspeak mode 

7.1  The role of adjacency in Minspeak mode errors  

Our observations on the role of adjacency and repeat hits in spelling mode errors, can give us a 

baseline for these effects in Minspeak mode. We find that errors in Minspeak mode also show 

adjacency effects. 12 and Figure 34 below illustrate an example of an error involving adjacency 

occurring in Minspeak mode. 

(12) {above} [er:sem][bks] once 
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 Error key sequence: [GLOW, PREP] 

 Target key sequence: [GLOW, ADVERB]  

 
Figure 34: Motor plans for error word ‟above‟ and target word ‟once‟ in Minspeak mode 

Figure 35 gives a detailed summary of the number of errors we found in Minspeak mode 

involving adjacency. Figure 35 shows the number and relative proportion of errors in each 

morphological class, which could be attributable to adjacency. The rightmost column shows the 

remaining proportion of errors that could not be attributed to adjacency, for only the structure-

preserving error types with a total number of mistakes greater than 10 (error types: 1,2,3,4, and 

8). 
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Morphological  
Errors involving 

adjacency 
Total 
errors  

% of 
error 

attr.to 
adj. 

Remainder 

Error Types Which key has error? 
Total  

  

each 
type 

Type Single hit errors Gram Lex       

1 G --> G 9 0 9 13 69% 31% 

  Subtotals       13     

                

  Two-hit errors             

2 GG --> GG 9 0 9 16 56% 44% 

3 LG --> LG   15 2 17 41 42% 58% 

4 GL --> GL  2 1 3 15 20% 80% 

5 GL --> LG  0 0 0 1 0%   

6 GG --> LG 0 0 0 1 0%   

7 LL --> LG    0 0 0 1 0%   

  Subtotals       75     

                

  Three-hit errors             

8 LLG --> LLG 1 2 3 12 25% 75% 

9 LLL --> LLL  0 1 1 6 17%   

10 GLL--> GLL 0 1 1 1 100%   

11 GGL --> GGL  0 0 0 1 0%   

  Subtotal       20     

                

12 Mixed-hit errors 0 0 0 45 0%   

  Subtotal       45     

  TOTAL       153     

Figure 35: Number of errors in Minspeak mode involving adjacency. 

Even in the extreme case in which all errors that could be analyzed as both morphological and 

adjacency-based were to be attributed to adjacency, we would still have a substantial remainder 

of errors (shown in the rightmost column) in classes 3,4, and 8 that cannot be ascribed to 

adjacency.  Removing from the set of structure-preserving errors all of the errors also attributable 

to adjacency, we still have to acknowledge an apparent effect of morphological structure on 

these speech errors. 
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The errors are broken down into grammar versus lexical keys in Figure 35, in hopes of finding 

some evidence for or against the effect of key type (grammar or lexical) or position (first or last). 

We do not find sufficient evidence to speak to these questions, except for one observation. The 

errors where both error and target are composed of only one grammar key show a relatively 

stronger influence of adjacency. These are the errors of type 1 (GG). Examples of Type 1 are 

illustrated in Figure 36 and 13.  

 

Figure 36: Two adjacency errors in Minspeak mode consisting of one Grammar key. 

 (13) a. {an} [er:sem][bks]   a 

     NOUN    a+NOUN  

 b. {was} [er:sem] [bks]  on 

     VERB+ED    VERB+EN  

 

 We do not have sufficient data to do more than speculate about the source of the GG errors, 

and it would be useful to have more data to compare them with the GGGG errors. It would be 

valuable to understand whether this is an effect of grammar versus lexical keys, or frequency, or 

something else. We cannot say at this point.  
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A simplified version of Figure 35 is given in Figure 37 below.  In the simplified chart the up-

down adjacency instances have been removed. (Out of 108 total errors attributable to adjacency, 

7 reflected up-down adjacency and the rest were left-right adjacency errors.)  

Morphological 
Error Types 

Errors 
involving 
left-right 
adjacency 

  

Total 
errors 
each 
type 

  

% of 
Error 
attr. 

to adj. 
  

Remainder 
 

Type 
Grammar-only 
forms 

1 G --> G 9 13 69% 31% 

2 GG --> GG 6 16 38% 63% 

  Subtotals   29     

            

  
Lexical+Grammar 
forms         

3 LG --> LG   16 41 39% 61% 

4 GL --> GL  3 15 20% 80% 

8 LLG --> LLG 2 12 17% 83% 

  Subtotals   68     

      
  

TOTAL of all 
errors  36 153  24%  76% 

Figure 37: Simplification of Figure 35  

Figure 37 show us that even if we attribute all possible errors to adjacency, we still have a 

significant number of morphological structure-preserving errors which cannot be adjacency 

errors. We conclude that both adjacency and morphological structure are contributing factors to 

errors in Minspeak mode. Interestingly, our errors in Minspeak mode, constitute a class that 

includes both errors like those made by language speakers, and errors like those made by 

language writers. 

7.2. Repeat hits in Minspeak mode errors  
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In section 4 we focused on errors in Minspeak mode involving the same number of hits in target 

and error words. In this section we return to the Minspeak errors in which there were a mixed 

number of hits. We had 45 errors with mixed keystrokes of which we could be sure of the 

keystrokes. Of these, 25 involved a radical change, in which no keys matched up between the 

error and target words, and we do not have much to say about these, except that some of them 

may be mode errors. (See comments in section 5.4). There were 20 errors where at least one part 

of the error and target word was the same. These are listed in Figure 38 below. Examining these 

errors we see that there is a very common error-type which involves a repeated hit on the same 

key. Repeat hits in error words were common in the spelling errors, and are also attested in 

typing errors, but in striking contrast to the errors we found in spelling mode, we see that the 

errors in Minspeak mode go both ways: The mistake may be a double-hit in the error word where 

there should not have been one (as in the spelling errors); or it may be a single-hit in the error 

word where there should have been a double hit. In errors 1 through 5 one key was hit twice 

when it should have been struck once. In errors 6 through 12 a key which should have been 

struck twice was struck only once. The 12 out of 20 errors (60%) that involved single and 

double-hits being substituted for each other were about equally divided between repeat hits being 

inserted and repeat hits being deleted: 
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 Error Word 

 

Target Word 

1 HAMMER, HAMMER, VERB 

„hit‟ 

HAMMER, VERB 

 „work‟ 

2 DRIVE, DRIVE, VERB+ED 

„worked‟ 

DRIVE, VERB+S 

„uses‟ 

3 EYE, EYE, VERB+S 

„sees‟ 

EYE, VERB+S 

„looks‟ 

4 HAMMER, HAMMER, 

VERBTO+ 

„to hit‟ 

HAMMER, VERBTO+ 

„to work‟ 

5 TV, TV, VERB 

„happen‟ 

TV, VERB 

„ask‟ 

6 ADJ, KNOW  

„the knowledge‟ 

KNOW, KNOW, NOUN 

„the book‟ 

7 NUMBER, SUN 

„one‟ 

NUMBER, NUMBER, SUN 

„first‟ 

8 REMEMBER, TO+ 

„to do‟ 

REMEMBER, REMEMBER, TO+ 

„to remember‟ 

9 PHONE, VERB 

„say‟ 

PHONE, PHONE, VERB 

„call‟ 

10 EYE, VERB 

„look‟ 

EYE, EYE, VERB 

„see‟ 

11 EYE, VERB 

„look‟ 

EYE, EYE, VERB 

„see‟ 

12 PHONE, VERB+ED 

„said‟ 

PHONE, PHONE, VERB+ED 

„called‟ 

13 HAMMER, VERB+ING 

„working‟ 

HAMMER, THINK, VERB+ED 

„used‟ 

14 GROUP, DRESS, ADVERB 

„also‟ 

POLICE, ADVERB 

„else‟ 

15 PREP 

„of‟ 

MUSIC, PREP 

„for‟ 

16 SCALES, VERB 

„weigh‟ 

THINK, WANTED, VERB 

„mean‟ 

17 BLACK, VERB+S 

„is‟ 

PHONE, MONEY, VERB+S 

„talks‟ 

18 MONEY, VERB 

„named‟ 

DRIVE, DRIVE, VERB 

„worked‟ 

19 TIME, VERB+ING 

„taking‟ 

HAMMER, THINK, VERB+ING 

„using‟ 

20 HAMMER, VERB 

„work‟ 

HAMMER, THINK, VERB 

„use‟ 

Figure 38: Double-hits on the same key in speech errors with mixed number of hits 
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This significant difference between the spelling errors and Minspeak errors cannot be explained 

on the basis of typing constraints, or on any physical modality of production. It must arise from 

the difference between language production in spelling mode and in Minspeak mode. Double-

hits in Minspeak mode seem to behave like phonological features, being swapped from one form 

to another in speech errors. We find further confirmation for this idea by looking at repeat hits in 

the Minspeak mode errors involving repeat hits that did preserve keystroke-number. Errors 1-5 in 

Figure 39 below all have the double-hit correctly, but the key (or the place of articulation) is 

incorrect. 

 Error Word 

 

Target Word 

1 SHE+, SHE+  

„she‟ 

HE+, HE+  

„he‟ 

2 CONJ, CONJ  

„and‟ 

PREP, PREP  

„of‟ 

3 CONJ, CONJ  

„and‟ 

PREP, PREP  

„of‟ 

4 CONJ, CONJ  

„and‟ 

DET, DET  

„that‟ 

5 YORK, YORK, HOUSE 

„house‟ 

HOUSE, HOUSE, THINK  

„office‟ 

 

6 THEY+, THEY+  

„they‟ 

THEY+, OBJ  

„them‟ 

7 HE+, HE+  

„he‟ 

HE+, OBJ  

„him‟ 

8 I+, I+  

„I‟ 

I+, POSS  

„mine‟ 

9 HE+, HE+  

„he‟ 

HE+, OBJ  

„him‟ 

10 I, I  

„I‟ 

I,VERB  

„I‟m‟ 

 

11 KNOW, KNOW, KNOW  

„table of contents‟ 

KNOW, KNOW, CRIME  

„story‟ 

 

12 MONEY, MONEY, NOUN 

„dollar‟ 

SHAKES, GROUP, ADVERB 

„actually‟ 
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Figure 39: Errors in Minspeak mode that preserved keystroke number, which involved repeat 

hits. (The + in the key labels have no relevant meaning here; they are just part of the label.) 

 

One error sequence in Minspeak mode in our data is interesting to consider in this light. The 

speaker produced (a) in Figure 40 below, then immediately produced (b), as if he had the double-

hit feature correctly placed in the first two keystrokes, but had the place of articulation (which 

key to hit) wrong. This anecdotal data is consistent with the treatment of the double-hit as a 

phonological feature.  

Order Error Word 

 

Target Word 

a YORK, YORK, MEDICAL  

„hospital‟ 

YORK, YORK, HOUSE 

„house‟ 

b YORK, YORK, HOUSE 

„house‟ 

HOUSE, HOUSE, THINK  

„office‟ 

Figure 40: An error sequence in Minspeak mode involving repeat hits. 

Returning to Figure 39, errors 6-10 and (also 11) show the kind of errors found in spelling mode 

and in typing. Interestingly we do not have the converse type in these examples with structure 

GGGG. We do not have an explanation for this; perhaps a double-hit in the structure GG is 

somehow more primary, but we do not have sufficient data for speculation. (Error 12 is an 

example of an error radically different from the target, about which we have little to say.) 

 

We also see repeats at the level of duplicated words in our corpus, though almost entirely with 

words produced by a single keystroke. The whole corpus shows 14 instances (not counted among 

our Minspeak or spelling errors) in which an entire word is duplicated. Some examples are 

below, with the duplicated words in parentheses: 

 (14) speech (with) with a big 

to (a) a different person 

Most (of) of the calls 

And (there) there is 
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been (to) to Prentke_Romich_Company 

 

The examples in 14 and Figure 39 could be understood as repeat-hit errors like those we see in 

the spelling errors. And they may be. However, returning to Figure 38, we find it very telling that 

out of all the analyzeable Minspeak-mode errors that did not preserve number of keystrokes but 

still preserved some common element between target and error (a total of 20), 60% of them 

involved a repeat-hit. And furthermore the repeat hits were almost equally divided between 

target and error. This is in contrast to the repeat hits in spelling mode and typing errors, where they 

turned up in the error-hits. We can understand repeat-hit errors as resulting from motor effects (Grudin 

1983, McKay 1993). But it is difficult to understand removing a double-hit from the target word in the 

same way, as an effect of motor processing. 

We conclude that our evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that a double-hit in Minspeak 

mode (in contrast to spelling mode) is an independent feature, parallel to place of articulation, 

that is manipulated during language production. Figure 40 would be an elegant illustration of 

such an error. The set of repeat-hits in Minspeak mode errors could include both errors in motor 

implementation and errors in sequencing phonemic features. Our data can support a scenario 

where linguistic and motor errors could have fundamentally different error-genotypes but 

identical error-phenotypes. 

 

8. Errors we do not find 

8.1 Influence of vocal articulation 

Vocally articulating (normal) speakers make phonological errors in word production, by mixing 

up words with similar phonology.  Examples from Fromkin (1973) in 15: 

(15) a. “bottom of page 5” “bottle of page 5” 
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b. “infinitive clauses”  “infinity clauses” 

c. “an ice cream cone”  “a kice ream cone” 

Our AAC Minspeak speakers did not produce errors such as these. We can find no examples of 

error-target word pairs with similar pronunciations, other than morphological relatives, such as 

those in 16 and 17, which are also explained by adjacency: 

(16)  „children‟       „child‟ 

  PEOPLE, OPEN, NOUNPL     PEOPLE, OPEN, NOUN 

 

(17)  „started‟      „starting‟ 

  WATCH, VERBING      WATCH, VERBED  

 

We have a handful of errors in spelling mode, which could indicate some knowledge of the 

relation between orthography and phonology or acoustic phonetics. These have no competing 

adjacency or repeat-hit explanation: 

(18) a. {scrim} [er:spe] scream [spe]  

 b. {croford}[er:spe] Crawford [spe]  

 c. {opportunitity}[er:spe][bks] opportunity 

Some acoustic knowledge seems to surface in spelling mode, as awareness of the link between 

orthography and phonology. Indeed, these speakers would have been taught about the orthography-

phonology relation in the normal course of their education. It appears that this knowledge did not affect to 

the same degree, the speech errors made in Minspeak mode. This is reminiscent of the results reported by 

Vinson et al (2009) on BSL (British Sign Language) signers, where the signing and mouthing parts of 

language production were not equally influenced by phonological interference. (Mouthing is an 

optional part of signing where some aspect of the pronunciation of the word is mimicked.) 

Signing does not make reference to pronunciation-related knowledge, while mouthing does. Our 

data is consistent with the view that AAC speakers, like BSL speakers, employ separable channels in 
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producing language in the Minspeak abstract language representation system and in producing language 

through spelling. We do not have sufficient data to do more than speculate. 

While we do not find errors in Minspeak mode reflecting acoustic properties, we have observed that two 

of our very creative speakers sometimes manipulate their use of the symbolic forms to make production 

easier; and they do this in a way that involves mapping some acoustic analysis to production forms. They 

will substitute similar sounding, easily produceable words for words more difficult to produce. Each of 

these speakers produced an example like this. One of them substituted the word sense for since. The other 

produced the word difference by producing the word different and attaching a plural ending ‘-s’ to it. 

The device then pronounced differents which sounded like difference. One of these two speakers 

sometimes used combinations of smaller words to produce longer ones. In our corpus there were three 

instances: for followed by get to produce forget, and out followed by put to produce output (twice). In 

addition we have four instances of substituting homonyms, by these two and two other speakers, 

substituting hear for here, there for their, and to for too. This gives us a total of nine instances in which 

similar-sounding words were substituted for other words while using the symbolic input system. We 

cannot say that these were errors, since in each case the speaker made the device produce a word that 

sounded just like the word they intended, or extremely close to it.
5
 At the very least we must observe that 

AAC speakers can map some acoustic analysis to their production system.  

 

 

8.2 Metathesis at the word level; and speculations on comparison of language modalities by 

information rate 

A second type of speech error commonly produced by vocal articulators, which we do not find in 

our error corpus, is word-level metathesis. This kind of error involves switching the position of 

two word-level constituents with respect to some syntactic constituent. For example, in the 

phrase-level word metathesis error, a computer in our own laboratory  a laboratory in our own 

computer (Fromkin 1973), the speaker has swapped nouns between two noun positions within 
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the Noun Phrase. We do not see swapping of word-or-larger units in our AAC errors. Pending a 

more extensive corpus of AAC speech errors, we take this as representative of AAC speech 

errors in general. The lack of such speech errors is consistent with the experience of one of us, as 

a speech language pathologist working with AAC speakers. We suggest that this difference 

between AAC speakers and vocal articulators can be understood as an effect of the difference in 

the ratio of information to time, for language produced in the two modalities.  

During language production, grammatically-organized, abstract categorical units of language 

must be linearized over a temporal interval to be produced as physical signals. We can compare 

the linearization of linguistic units in different language modalities as a rate of information over 

time. In section 1 we discussed the work of researchers in ASL who find that ASL packages 

more information into the same temporal interval than spoken English. These researchers have 

taken the morpheme as a linguistic unit of information. Pellegrino, Coupé, and Marsico 2011 

(PCM 2011) undertake a cross-linguistic study of the rate of information transmitted during 

speech for seven spoken languages.  They establish a metric of information density conveyed 

over time, based on the reading of equivalent texts in the relevant languages. However we 

establish a metric of linguistic information (and see PCM 2011 for a thorough discussion of the 

issues), AAC speakers have a slower rate of information transmission than do vocal articulators. 

The language they produce is phonemically identical to that produced by vocal articulators. 

Whether measured in words, syllables, phonemes, morphemes, or any other units, they take more 

time to produce it than do vocal articulators. We can state one difference between the two 

modalities: Vocal articulators have a higher rate of information transmission than AAC speakers. 

(If we adopt the claims of sign language researchers, we would have a three-way comparison of 

information density over time, as follows: ASL > Vocal speech > AAC.) 
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There is not a consensus on the exact mechanism of speech error production or the role of 

internal and external self-monitoring in error detection. (See MacKay 1987 and 1992, and Levelt 

1989 and 1992 for discussion of two different views.) But whatever the detailed mechanics of 

speech errors, certain minimal assumptions are reasonable. For two elements to exchange slots in 

a linear template during language production, each has to be in an activated state during the 

planning or production of the syntactic constituent that defines their position in the linear 

template. Assuming they need to be held in an activated state for the duration of the production 

of the constituent, the longer the time it takes to produce the constituent in question; the more 

time the elements have to be held in short-term memory; and the less likely the mistakes will be 

generated. Alternatively, if the elements need to be in an activated state during only the planning 

of the syntactic constituent, they would still be available to self-monitoring error-detection 

during the time the constituent is being produced, and therefore more likely to be caught and 

corrected before they are created as actual sound strings. In language modalities where the rate of 

information transmission is higher, there will be shorter time spans required for items to be held 

in short-term memory, and shorter time spans available for error-detection. Under these 

assumptions we would expect vocal articulators to be more likely to make these kinds of errors 

than AAC speakers. MacKay 1993 observes similarly about handwriting: “handwriting proceeds much 

more slowly than speech and typing so that pen slips are infrequent by general principles”.  

Language production must operate within the bounds of certain time frames, and very possibly 

more than one time frame (MacWhinney 2005). We would expect the time frames associated 

with online sentence processing and short-term memory to interact with the time frames 

associated with rate of information transmission in the modality. 
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Although some differences in apparent short-term memory for speakers of ASL and spoken 

English have been observed (Boutla et al 2004, Bavelier et al, 2008), many researchers have 

concluded that the underlying capacity for short-term memory is the same (Wilson and Emmorey 

2006a, Wilson and Emmorey 2006b, Bavelier et al 2008). Wilson and Emmorey 2006a go 

further in relating the observed differences to articulation time for the ASL speakers: 

We conclude that STM for ASL and ATM for English do not in fact differ in underlying 

capacity. Instead, the usually observed difference in span is due to other factors known to 

affect STM, most notably articulation time, which differs substantially between ASL and 

English for most lexical items. This conclusion has important implications for models of 

STM. In particular, it implies that the time required to articulate the to-be-remembered 

materials is a universal constraint on STM capacity, regardless of sensory modality. 

If underlying short term memory capacity is the same across individuals producing language in 

different modalities, the comparative rate of information transmission in the modalities becomes 

even more important.  

We have to await future research for more insights into the mechanisms that underlie the 

production of speech errors.  Our comments here are by necessity speculative, because our data 

cannot resolve any of these questions. But whatever these mechanisms are, we maintain that the 

rate of information transmission across modalities should be introduced into the discussion. The 

purpose the research by PCM 2011 was to see if there is a tradeoff between information 

transmission rate and speech rate that keeps the information rate constant across spoken 

languages. In their paper they conclude generally against the idea, but some of the questions they 

ask (e.g.: is there a minimum, maximum, or optimum rate for information transmission and 
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language production in human language?) should be expanded to examine language produced 

across different modalities. 

9. Overview and Conclusion 

Our purpose in this paper has been to introduce a new population – AAC speakers – into discussions 

about the nature of the interface between human grammar and language modality. This is the first 

linguistic analysis to our knowledge, of any speech error (or other) data for this population. Our data 

leave much to be discovered, as we repurposed a set of existing data for our analyses, instead of analyzing 

data specifically designed to address our questions about the relationship between grammar and modality. 

We had limited access to information about word frequency, which should also be taken into account in 

analyses of speech errors. Future work will benefit from the use of a keystroke tracker and from 

information about word frequency. We are looking forward to some work that has been proposed along 

these lines. There are other questions to pose of these speakers and these data; for example, what is the 

role played in language production by the visual feedback available to AAC speakers, especially if 

reading involves phonological priming (Perfetti 2003) ? 

Even though we are left with many unanswered questions, we believe it is important to present our 

findings about speech errors in our AAC speakers to the linguistic community now, because there are 

several live issues under discussion in the theoretical community that our results can speak to.  We 

summarize our conclusions below: 

1. Like vocal articulators and ASL speakers, our AAC speakers made errors reflecting the morpho-

syntactic structure of their unique morphological word forms for production, while using the 

symbolic/language mode on their devices. This was in spite of the fact that their output modality 

has much in common with a standard writing (rather than a speaking) modality.  

2. Besides errors reflecting a categorical grammar, our AAC speakers made production errors 

reflecting gradational motor processes in their manual articulatory system. These were made 
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in both the symbolic/linguistic mode and the Qwerty mode. We believe the errors in which 

adjacent keys were hit result from mis-targeting with the single digit used. We also maintain that 

these errors are similar to co-production errors in vocal articulators, which are much harder to 

recognize because of perceiver bias. The self-transcribed adjacency errors by the AAC speakers 

appear as gradational errors made categorical by the modality. 

3. The repeat-hit errors made by our AAC speakers occur in both the symbolic/language mode and 

the Qwerty spelling mode, but they occur somewhat differently in each mode.  

Based on these findings we come to the following conclusions: 

 Our AAC speakers should be admitted to the canon of linguistic populations speaking full-

fledged natural language, when they speak in the symbolic/linguistic mode on their devices. This 

would extend the populations of language speakers using different modalities. 

 These findings illustrate how gradational errors based on motor processes can interact with 

categorical errors based on grammars. They support revisiting the speech errors made by other 

populations to look for both types of errors and their interactions. 

 We should reconsider the categorical divide sometimes placed between spoken and written 

language. Our AAC-speakers made the same kind of non-grammar errors -- adjacency and repeat 

hit errors – in symbolic/language mode and in Qwerty spelling mode. We know that writing 

systems all reflect spoken language forms to a greater or lesser degree, even logographic systems 

like that for Chinese (Sproat 2000, Perfetti 2003).  The difference between a representation of a 

linguistic string in any given writing system versus a phonemic representation like IPA, is one of 

degree. Perhaps we should look at the difference between written and spoken language as a 

difference of degree, rather than an absolute divide. 

We have also presented some speculations in the paper: 

 As far as we can tell, our AAC speakers made errors reflecting the „grammar‟ of their manual 

output/production word forms, but not errors reflecting their processing or acoustic word forms. 
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This suggests a more local feedback loop between perception and production forms than 

postulated in some models of speech (e.g., Roelofs 2005). Since some of tour speakers are able to 

manipulate the phonetic/orthographic connection, this process is more complex than we can 

elucidate with our data. 

 The repeat-hit errors in symbolic/linguistic mode may reflect a phonemic feature (double-hit) in 

the manual phonology of AAC speakers. If so, this is a more abstract kind of feature than the 

articulatory features postulated for vocal articulators. We should look for more abstract, 

computational underpinnings for linguistic features in other modalities. We do not go so far as do 

Port and Leary 2005, who claim that there are no true categorical distinctions in phonology. But if 

linguists are going to argue that contrastive features are innate in the language ability of humans, 

then they should propose a basis for feature systems that includes language producers such as 

ASL signers and AAC- speakers. 

 The interaction of fixed short-term memory constraints with modality-dependent rate of 

information transmission could explain the lack of word metathesis errors we have in our data, by 

determining the scope for speech errors in that modality. At the very least, the rate of information 

transmission can provide a standard metric for comparing language production in different 

modalities. 

We have only begun to learn what these remarkable and courageous individuals have to teach us about 

the human language faculty. 
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1
 Port and Leary 2005 go so far as to claim that there are no true categorical distinctions in phonology. 

2
 Our group of AAC speakers has about a three-to-one ratio of men to women. We use the masculine and feminine 

pronouns in about that ratio. 
3
 Anecdotal evidence comes from users who have worn the labels off their keyboards, and rather than taking the 

time to send them in for repair, they continue to use them fluently without the labels.  
4
 There were 5 errors of the one-keystroke category for which there were two possible keystroke sequences. In 

these cases we took the shorter of the two possibilities. 
5
 Professionals working with AAC for autistic children have attested similar examples of substitution. In one 

instance, a young boy who wanted to express his concerns about trees blown down on a golf course, did not have the 

word „course‟ available in his device so he substituted „horse‟ for „course‟, saying‘golf horse’until his teacher 

could program „course‟ into his device.  

 


